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Flowers say
more than a
thousand words
Giving flowers is a powerful means of communication. Bring

Rosa Eskelund
Rosa Eskelund is the owner of RosesForever ApS, a rose
grower and breeder in Denmark.

“A rose is a rose is a rose”

someone a flower and you are sending a truly personal
message. It is not so much the value of the bouquet or the

The rose is a well know icon in many contexts. For example,

plant, as it is the sincerity of the “I love you”, “congratulations”

“Sub rosa” means underneath the rose. In the middle ages,

or “get well soon”. Flowers may well be the first greeting for a

a rose hung from the ceiling in a room was a symbol that

mother and her newborn baby, just as it may be the last sign of

confidentiality and secrecy was expected from those present.

gratitude to put on the grave of a lost loved one.

Rose associations around the world show that the rose is
something that brings people together. No other flower or

Bringing plants and flowers into our homes satisfies our

plant is so widely represented by clubs and associations from

longing for nature. The colors, the scent, the freshness of

around the world. The interest in roses is simply enormous. I

flowers indoors stimulates us in positive ways that are hard to

am thrilled that the 2018 - World Convention of Rose Societies,

describe. Never the less, it’s a scientific fact that people who

is going to be hosted in Copenhagen. People who love roses,

surround them with flowers and plants – are simply happier!

from near and far, will gather for this event - for a rose. What

I have always loved walking into a flower shop. To get that

interest, what knowledge!

sensation of being welcomed by freshness and wonderful
scent of many different flowers. A very special atmosphere –

A rose is a rose is a rose, and always will be! I love my work,

just like walking into a greenhouse filled with flowers.

and I love to develop new rose varieties. It is my passion.
Every year when the new roses sprouts in my development

Certain flowers have signaling value in other distinct ways.

greenhouse, I get truly enthusiastic – even about the ones I

Especially the rose sends clear messages solely by the fact that

have to discard. Whether it is an Infinity rose with big well-

it’s a rose and not just any flower or plant. So how can it be

shaped flowers, a fragrant Plant’n’relax rose or the one that

that the rose tend to draw us more than other flowers? Perhaps

ended in the compost - a rose can only be beautiful.

because it is at once fragile in its appearance and yet robust.
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Cryptobug-L replaces
chemical treatment of
mealybugs
Koppert Biological Systems will introduce the new product Cryptobug-L to
the market at the beginning of February. Cryptobug-L is concerned with larval
stages two and three of the predatory beetle Cryptolaemus montrouzieri.
These larvae have a voracious appetite
and are particularly successful at
tackling mealybug hot-spots. For some
crops, Cryptobug-L can replace the
chemical treatment of mealybugs.

The greedy larvae are particularly
effective in treating mealybug hotspots, in ornamentals, and vegetable
crops. Furthermore, Cryptobug-L is
also extremely effective in outdoor

crops in warmer regions; it can be
used at temperatures starting from 16
°C. Cryptobug-L will be launched on
the market together with the existing
Cryptobug (adult beetles).
Product is ready to go
Koppert delivers the larvae ready to
go. Once released into the crop, they
immediately go in search of their prey.
Though Cryptolaemus montrouzieri
larvae are highly active, they cannot
fly. It is precisely because of this that
the larvae can tackle the mealybugs
so powerfully. Research indicates
that Cryptobug-L is as effective as
chemical treatments. This means that

Cryptobug-L can take the place of
chemical sprays, and it in turn reduces
the risk of resistance developing.
Repeated use of the larvae is the most
successful method of pest control.
Under ideal conditions the larvae
can complete their life cycle, and
this ensures continuous pest control
of mealybugs. Koppert Biological
Systems is able to offer Cryptobug-L
at a highly competitive price. This
makes it possible to deploy the right
introduction quantities, which translate
into more effective treatment of hotspots. The product is packaged in a 0.5
litre bottle containing 1000 larvae.
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